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TST3ODUCTIO!f.

If th& assurance and assessment of Structural Integrity involves a family of
technical disciplines then the Father and Xother of that family are the
disciplines of Failure Analysis and of Bon-Destructive Examination respectively.
And liia any other family its well-being and effectiveness depends greatly on a
close cooperation and a good understanding between the Father and the Xother -
Failure Analysis and STDE. Discussion of this interaction is thus one of the
most iaportant aspects of the present Workshop and the present paper is
intended to stimulate such discussion.

The title of this paper deliberately uses the words "Failure Analysis" rather
than the term "Fracture Mechanics" which forms part of the title of the
Workshop. This is done to emphasise that Structural Integrity assessment must
first consider whether failure by any other mode than by fracture is of
importance; it is iaportant to remember that the interaction of failure analysis
with SDE also involves this broader consideration of failure analysis. Two
examples spring to mind. The first is that for many components which act as
ccntaitaent barriers leakage can be regarded as failure, something that leads to
a requirement to withdraw from service, or to repair or replacement. This
applies to nany pressure or coolant boundaries as well as to those structures
which contaiu potentially damaging materials, example? being many pipes, tubes
and flow directors. In such cases the detection of leakage at the earliest
possible stage is a relevent JTDE requirement as is the periodic examination of
containment walls for signs of corrosion, erosion, pitting and wall-thinning
that could In time lead to perforation of the boundary wall and thus to leakage.
Such examinations could call for very different NDE techniques from those used
for the detection of internal flaws and so this is one of the first interactions
which must be considered.

The second example of a mode of structural failure which does not necessarily
involve fracture is that of excessive change of shape by creep or plastic
deformation, so excessive that the component can no longer serve the purpose
for which it was designed. Typical cases are those where excessive change of
shape could prevent essential movement (eg control-rod guides or exchangeable
components, SG tube denting).The relevent NDE in such cases could Involve
diaensional checks by direct mensuration or by indirect techniques such as
radiography and ultrasonics.
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Having drawn attention to this aspect la this Introduction the rest of the
paper will concentrate on the interaction of failure analysis with those types
of NDE which are aimed at finding defects, particularly those of a crack-like
nature. Thus the further discussion will concentrate on failure by fracture
except for also considering the case of structures made of such ductile material
that one must consider the possibility that failure could occur by plastic
collapse, a situation that could Involve the sudden and catastrophic failure
that is so much a feared feature of failure by fracture; the conditions for such
plastic failure also may be significantly affected by the presence of defects.
After the discussion of some general aspects the paper will consider how
Failure Analysis can help to define where, what and when NDE should be done;
sore detailed aspects of the specification of NDE and of In-Service Inspection;
now the effectiveness oi #DE beat's on the Failure Au^lysis; huw this
interaction should influence engineering behaviour at all stages in the life of
a structure, including decisions on repair and maintenance.

Is it of Importance to Know whether there are Defects in the Subject Structure?

Since all NDE costs time and ncney, particularly the sort of NDE which is done
in support of quantitative structural integrity assurance, the first question to
be answered is that of what NDE is necessary. There is a strong economic
driving force to identify at the start whether NDE for structural integrity is
needed cr whether it is sufficient to do NDE only for quality assurance or
indeed do no NDE at all. The first step in this is to assess how much the
failure of the particular structure matters; this in turn could dictate how much
one should be prepared to pay for the NDE and so indicate how much NDE should
be done. This aspect not only refers to difference between high and low
technology plant. Even for high technology plant for which the overall failure
may have great economic or social consequences the failure of a particular
structure in that plant may not of itself be of importance. Analysis of this
woii'd fom part of the construction of the safety case for that plant; in some
cases design for redundancy could remove cr reduce significantly the
consequences of failure of a particular part of the plant and so reduce the need
for quantitative NDE of that part. Indeed such an approach has been adopted
when the NDE is likely to involve great difficulties or expense; an example is
the internal structures in an LMF3R.

The second consideration relating to whether NDE for structural Integrity is
needed arises even some cases where prevention of failure is of great
importance. This consideration is whether the possibility of failure is very
dependent on the presence of defects and upon the sizes and characteristics of
such defects. This could depend on the modes of failure which must be
considered, on the degree of difference between the dangerous loading conditions
and those that would cause failure (eg NDE may not be a great help where the
only failure mode which oust be considered are accident conditions involving
very great overloads) and on such factors as the level of ductility of the
material (very high levels of toughness may make the incidence of all but
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extremely large flaws of little importance). In some materials (eg some cast
irons and nan-netals) the presence of stress-concentrating features in the
material itself makes the effect of additional stress-concentrating flaws of
less importance froa a structural integrity viewpoint and demands already a
design approach such as loading only in compression.

A further way in which failure analysis can help decide on how much HDE is
worthwhile arises if it is possible to make a probabilistic failure analysis in
which the partial probabilities contributing to the required overall failure
probability are identified. It could be that improvements in the selection,
specification and quality supervision of the manufacturing and fabricating
processes is sufficiently good to make the probability of flaws occurring so
law that toe.additional protection at detection aad repair is not worthwhile. Of
course this is acre likely to be the case if the structure is one for which
some failures can be tolerstad and this approach becomes acre difficult to
accept the lower the permitted overall failure rate, particular if one bears in
mind the difficulty of getting sound data on flaw incidence rates including the
possibility of law probability outliers.

Vh«?n, Where and Which Defects are Inportant?

Kzwever having taken account of all of the aspects similar to these discussed
in .the previous paragraph there will be still aany structures where it is
considered that SDH for structural integrity purposes can be justified. The list
will include nest if not ail of those important structures which in a safety
case are described as requiring "Incredibility of Failure", a typical exirple
being the LVR Reactor Pressure Vessel.

In such cases failure analysis can help to direct HPH into the acst useful
directions by identifying the areas where it is most important that defects ire
absent. This first involves the identification of the service conditions of the
failures to be considered. Ii for example it can be shown that the initial
pressure test gives assurance against failure under all of the expected loading
conditions, then there may be little justification for in-service inspection
except as a safeguard against "the things that no-cne has thought of". In such
a case too it could be argued that the amount of pre-service HDE could be
liaited to that justified by the consequences of a possible failure during the
pressure test. One further ccaaent is relevent here; the use of the pressure
test as a structural integrity assurance tool may itself only be possible of
appropriate HDE is done during or immediately after the pressure test to detect
incipient failure or crack-graoth during that test. This is especially true if
the material of construction is one which shows significant aaounts of stable
crack-extension or tearing before fracture.

Another case to be considered is that where the pressure test can be shown to
assure one against any subsequent failure arising froa the designed service
leading cenditicr.s leaving STDE to cover only the abnormal loading conditions
such as those that aay arise due to system failures, accidents or emergencies.
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The development of arguments of this type allows the failure analyst to point
out to the HDE worker those regions of a structure to which he must give most
attention. This is important not only from the viewpoint of saving time and
money; it also helps to ensure a higher reliability of inspection of the
important regions by the psychological incentive provided as well as by the
avoidance of dissipation of limited powers of concentration on regions which
are unimportant. An example of this localisation of inspection interest Is that
of drawing attention to regions of high stressing; this relates not only to
regions of stress concentration but also to regions of high secondary stresses
such as those residual from the welding process or where, for example as a
result of cooling water impingement, there are high thermal stresses. Another
important aspect of localisation is that within the component's cross-section.
For example it may be possible for the fracture analyst to say that the only
cause for concern is if tbe defeat is near the surface at the section or even
more specifically, near one particular surface, be it the inside or the outside.
The npposita statement, that a defect near one particular surface is of no
concern, is also one that can be of great help to the ffDE practitioner. It may
make a real contribution to the selection of aa effective JJDE technique or even
make what appeared to be impossible become a possibility. A particular example
of this is that cf inspecting undressed pipe weids where the signals arising
fron the geometrical effects at the undressed crown could prevent ar.y effective
inspection of this region. Another example is that of the inability of some UT
techniques to make a good job of inpecting the near surface region so that the
declaration that one or other of the surfaces is of no interest can obviate the
need for inspection from each side in turn cr it could be used to justify the
situation where access is only to one side. This sort of knowledge can also be
important in the optimisation of the SD5 procedure by selecting tha most
suitable techniques to cover ail of the regions of important.

What i s the best SDE Method?

Failure analysis can help the NDE practitioner decide which is the aost
appropriate general method for the particular component. It has already been
mentioned that ia some structures ieak detection is relevent; in others
mensuration is appropriate. The importance of measuring wall thinning and
pitting when eventual leakage i s the failure mode of concern has also been
mentioned.

Vhere fracture is the mode of failure to be prevented, then fracture mechanics
by identifying the characteristics of the defect which control the fracture
stress can also help to make the SDE work more effective. The first division to
be made in this part of the discussion is that between crack-like defects and
volumetric defects (eg porosity and some types of inclusions). Under most
circumstances only the crack-like defects are of importance to the failure
analyst. This has several implications to the 8DE specialist. The first is that
he must be able to characterise any flaw indications into these volumetric and
crack-like categories.
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The second iaplication is that, because the crack-like defects are so such more
important in fracture analysis, the choice of NDE method, procedure and
technique oust be optimised towards their detection. The third iaplication
which has not yet been fully acted upon by the code specifying bodies is that
flaw acceptance standards shuld pay less attention to volumetric flaws except
as far as they could obscure the detection of the crack-like flaws.

The next important point arising from fracture mechanics considerations is that
the fracture stress can be very dependent on defect dimensions. For cracks
which go completely or effectively through the cross-section the important
diuccsiun is that of tha leagta in a direction which is normal to tbt? applied
stress. Such "through" defects are the most likely ones to occur in thin section
components such as sheet or tube and in these cases almost all of the usual 5DE
methods would be appropriate. In thicker sections however through defects, are
unlikely and sne has to consider as more important the part-through defect. The
critical dimension for the part-through defect is its height in a direction
naraai to the applied stress which aiso usually means normal to the surface of
the component. The detection and sizing of such a defect is difficult with any
other 2TDE method than Ultrasonics so that this method is the one most used for
SDE in aid cf structural integrity assessment. However even with Ultrasonics
the procedure and technique must be carefully specified if one is to get a high
level cf defect detection and sizing accuracy in this dimension. However this is
not the only dimension that must be mentioned since Fracture Kecisnics aiso
tells us that the effect en the failure stress of a defact of any particular
height varies with its overall length; it is also markedly changed if the tip cf
the defect approaches the component surface or approaches the tip cf another
crack-like defect. This puts demands on the UT technique ia relation to the
accuracy of defining such positions and again this aspect could infiuer.ee the
optimisation of technique.

The Contributier. of Failure Analysis to the Detailed Specificatlor, jf N"'H.

The preceding paragraphs make it clear that failure analysis can be of great
help in writing an appropriate detailed specification for the FOE to be used in
support of the structural integrity assurance of a particular component. The
selection of the places for inspection, the important parts of the cross-
section, the choice of NDE method asd the optimisation of the procedure are not
the only features for such interaction. One important basic step is the
identification by failure analysis of the crtitical defect size that could lead •
to fracture, leading on to the specification of the NDE sensitivity and
capability requirements. Vith the appropriate probabilistic analyses this aspect
can be taken further sc that the reliability targets for the HDE work can be
defined. The Author's attention was drawn to this possibility by the ?ISC II
report in which the Xarsaail estimate of the partial probability of NDE correct
rejection based en an acceptable overall pressure vessel failure probability was
used as a target for comparison with the effectiveness found in z'zs ?ISC II
Sound Robin Trials.
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As yet the requirement for a particular level of NOE effectiveness has not been
introduced into national HDE specifications although it appears to have been
implied in the CEGB's requirements for the RPV UT inspection of the Sizewell B
reactor. In this case the requirement is introduced along with that for the HDE
techniques to be assessed at an Independent Validation Centre, a requirement
that in itself arose from the failure analysis and structural Integrity
assurance requirements. Since there appears to be a growing trend towards the
call for Procedure Demonstration in HDE specifications, a call that has already
been made in recent ASME Section XI Code Cases, it could be expected that
failure analysis of this type could be used to provide effectiveness targets for
such Procedure Demonstration work.

s tnore ispnediate application of failure analysis concepts to aid such HDE
Performance Demonstration and Validatiou work is in the design of the spec?ae^s
and test assemblies for such work. If such work is tc be effective it must make
use of realistic trials which, at least until the JFDE Simulator is a widely used
reality, implies that these trials are done en realistic test assemblies
containing reievent defects. Failure analysis can help to identify the most
important components and geometrical regions on which tc make such tests and
even which areas aust be siaulated realistically in a geczctry which is ia part
only a mock-up. More importantly however failure analysis can select the sizes,
types of defect and their most reievent positions if the test is to be both
realistic and searching. This is important because individual HDE techniques are
often best suited to finding and/or characterising one particular type and in
some cases size-range of defect. It is a well established truism that NDE can
best find defects when it knows what sort of defects it is looking for. Another
related aspect is that since it difficult to use real defects for such work
failure analysis advice may heip to select the defect features which are most
important to simulate in creating realistic test assemblies. Just the same sort
of comments can be extended to ether types of test asserbly. The relevence to
test assemblies for Sound Robin trials is obvious but perhaps of greater
importance i.-, the raievence to Calibration Blocks. One of the clear lessons of
PISC II is that the effectiveness of an HDE technique is very dependent ca the
type of defect to which it is applied. It can then be argued that it desirable
that one sets up the HDE system against its performance en realistic defects
even if one uses simpler artefacts for later repeat checking.

However the design of the Performance Demonstration, Validation, Hound Robin
Trial and Calibration test assemblies cannot rest on the failure analysis advice
alone; even here interaction with NDE expertise is essential since the best test
will combine looking at the most reievent size, type and position of defect with
a selection based upon knowing what difficulties the HDS wan say meet and what
mistakes must be shows to be avoided. It is to be hoped then that in the design
and specification of such tests as in the design of the plant and in the
specification of the procedures the failure analysis and the IDE experts will
sit down together and interact one on the other to produce the most effective
joint solution.
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Vhilst all of the preceding aspects are important perhaps the most important
area for interaction of the failure analyst in the NDE specification is that of
helping to define the acceptance and rejection standards. Reference has already
been made to the need for such advice to differentiate between different types
of defect. It has been repeatedly pointed out by many authors that many codes
and specifications in their acceptance standards for fabrications still demand
costly and sometimes potentially damaging repairs of volumetric defects which
can not be justified from failure analysis considerations. A second obvious area
for interaction is that failure analysis can help to divide the acceptance
standards by components and by position so that severe standards can be called
for only when these are necessary. A good example of such a division is that
provided by ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI. '

The help of the failure analyst in such flaw acceptance standard specification
becomes more speciiie as one tries to quantifjf such specifications rationally,
first there is the aspect of identifying the reievent cissnsicn so that the HDE
lan can specify how to measure this dimension or, if the approach is one of
Performance Demonstration rather than Procedure Specification, how to test that
the procedure used does this. The next stage is that one oust codify the way in
which the irregular shaped flaw maps drawn by the NDE workers are converted
into numbers that can be used directly in the flaw analysis. Finally one aust
put down critical values of these numbers. This usually tares the form of a
value below which all flaws are acceptable, based for exaapie on a pessimistic
failure analysis value divided by a safety factor of the order of ten. Above
this, value each flaw situation i-s referred fcr further consideration often
involving more careful SDZ sizing and characterisation and xore detailed and
canponent-specific fracture analysis. Incidentally this value has particularly
in the SDE literature such as the PISC reports often been described wrongly as
the "Sejection" standard rather than as the limit of automatic acceptance or the
"Referable" standard; this suggests that there should also be improved
interaction of failure analysts and NDE experts in the writing of technical
papers! The point is emphasised by some specifications using critical values
which provide three ranges by add5ng an higher value above which all flaws are
automatically rejected which can properly be called a "Sejection" standard. The
need for- interaction in this area is also indicated by the fact that seme
present specifications present critical values which are far smaller than the
present NDE can reliably deal with; the limitations and possible inaccuracies of
SDE need to be stressed to the failure analyst and the designer so that their
decisions result in realistic acceptance stansards even when an appropriate
tolerance addition has to be made.

There are two further aspects of these flaw acceptance specifications where the
EDE man needs clear advice from the fracture analyst; both of these have been
mentioned earlier in this paper and in both of these there is room for
improvement on the current situation. The first arises from the difference
between the failure analyst's treatment of surface flaws and of buried flaws,
the critical dimension "a" referring to the overall height of the surface defect
but only to the half-height of an otherwise similar buried defect.
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Typically a flaw is treated as a surface flaw if its closest distance of
approach to the surface is less than half of its overall height and in such
cases the critical value becomes the distance from the surface to the bottom
tip of the flaw (ie adding in the distance of separation from the surface). This
sharp and considerable difference in treatment throws a heavy responsibility on
the HOE worker to provide an accurate positioning of the upper tip of the flaw
if its distance from the surface is near to its half-height and it is difficult
to believe that such a sharp go/no-go situation is a reality rather than Just
the result of a failure-analysis procedural artefact. Further interaction between
the failure analyst and the HDE man may provide a more graduated transition in
treatment or at least an understanding of the possible errors in such
positioning.

Similar coniaeats arise in relation to tlaus which approach other ilavts. Again,
in several specifications the effective dimension <eg height) of such multiple
flaws Is taken as the sum of the fre two individual heights plus the separation
distance in the height direction if that distance is less than half the overall
height of the larger flaw. The PISC work showed how difficult it was fcr 5DE to
detect multiple flaws and to characterise then properly so that this
combination rule is a real challenge to the J?DE expert. Again there is a real
need for reconsideration by the failure analysts as to whether a less severe
and nore graduated rule can be justified and again there is the need fcr
interaction between the two groups of experts.

Finally in this category of areas for further discussion ar.d interaction there
is the treatment of indications which are inclined to the surface or ta the
principal stresses and of parallel planar flaws. It is alsc essential that the
failure analyst draws attention to those cases when the critical dimension lies
in a direction not normal to the plate surface or not norsal to or net parallel
to the weld line since these are the directions in which the SfDE usually
concentrates its efforts and to which the dimensions are usually normalised.

Interaction en the Specificaticn of In-Service inspection 3equiraaents.

Whilst all of the comments in the preceding section of this paper relate
equally to the HDE made during and immediately after the fabrication process of
a structure and to that made at intervals throughout its operational life (In-
Service Inspection or ISI) there is an additional importance in doing this for
IS I where the pressures on minimising the off-line time or the personnel
exposure are high; there are moreover additional areas for interaction in the
case of ISI.

The first of these relates to the type of defect important to ISI; if it can be
assumed that an effective HDE has been made before the structure has been put
into service then the ISI can concentrate on only those types of flaw or of
flaw growth that can occur in service. Failure analysis can help to identify
these and so make the NDE mare effective towards finding and sizing them.
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It can be even more helpful by indicating where fiaw growth or service flaw
initiation is likely to occur and so enable the 5DE to be concentrated on the
right regions. If the rate of flaw growth or time to flaw initiation under
service conditions can be estimated by the failure analysts then the intervals
between the periodic examinations for ISI can be specified. Even a more
limitedqualitative picture of the flaw growth trends can help in deciding the
broad pattern of the NDE examinations, for example whether these are to be
spread uniformally throughout the service life or concentrated at the beginning
and end of the design life as suggested by the "bath-tub" curve.

It is likely that the designers of the plant will have followed the advice given
thea by fracture analysts and by materials experts at the design stage so that
the service conditions have been so chosen that the expectation cf new service-
:ifcucsd Ti^ws is very low. Of course this situatiea would have to be reviewed if
there were significant plant excursions cutside the planned service conditions
and sych review must involve both NDE «r.d failure analysis experts. In the
absence uf such excursions the NDE people can concentrate on the passible ir.-
service srcwth cf sub-critical flaws known to e::ist, such growth being the
result of processes such as creep, corrosion and fatigue or some combination of
these. Tie measurement of flaw size with sufficient accuracy that the growth
rate can be determined demands NDE of a very high, scmetiaes impossibly high,
standard. This provides another iaportant topic for NDE/FK interaction since it
say suffice for the NDE nan to be abie to say that the growth rate does not
exceed a certain value or whether or not s.zy growth (chance in the EDE
response) has occurred. Both the level of present information on NDE grcwth-
rate measuring effectiveness and the actual level of such effectiveness of
present 53E techniques are severely limited so that this is an important area
for JIDE research and deveiopaent. Interaction with the failure analysts is
e3ser.ti.ai so that the present limitations are understood and built into the
failure analysis and so that the iuture NDE H&D sets itself appropriate and
relevant targets.

A very last thought in this interaction en ISI is that the failure analyst say
be able to show that on rational grounds alone ISI can serve no useful purpose
since the foreseen in-service growth or Initiation of flaws is so unlikely. In
such cases the remaining argument for ISI is to detect any unexpected flaw
growth mechanism and this could lead to very different types of ISI
specification.

The Feed-back frsa SDE en to Failure Analysis.

Up to now this paper has concentrated on the way that failure analysts can help
the NDE activities. There is of course the corollary of the interaction of NDE
on the failure analysis. At its crudest it is clear that without some form of
effective 5DE for the detection and sizing of crack-like flaws there would be
little point in fracture mechanics at all. It would be of little value to
estimate the critical defect size if one had no way of knowing whether or not
the subject structure contained such a defect.
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The only way forward would be to use failure analysis to tell you whether you
had made a sensible selection of materials and stresses such that the critical
defect size was always considerably bigger than that which engineering
experience tells you i s likely to be present. Without ffDE such experience would
have to be based on the examination of failures or on the destructive
examination of items removed from service, procedures which at best could only
give a very limited data base and would tend to be only qualitative and based
on individual opinion. Nevertheless such a situation has been the one applicable
to much conventional engineering "good practice". A significant step forward
from this situation is where the NDE expert works with the failure analyst by
informing him what are the realistic flaw size limits at which JTDE is likeiy to
be effective so that materials and stresses can be selected appropriately; data
arising from programmes such as the PISC trials are very relevent here.

It is act only information en the effectiveness of detecting limiting iiaw sizes
that the HDH raan should provide to the failure analyst. Kore quantitatively he
may draw attention to the partial probability of correct KDE sentencing since
there is i itt le point in pursuing the accuracy of failure assessment nor of
improving the probability of it being correct if the probability of the NDE
doing its job properly is in fact the limiting feature. At the risk of prcvoking
contradiction it may be said that this stage has been reached in many
applications now so that immediate R&D effort would be better spent en KDE
studies than on further work on fracture mechanics theory.

Turning to sizing, again there is the need for the XDE to teii the fracture
analyst of the ievels cf uncertainty, both in terms of the probability of error
and in the likeiy maximum level of undersizing; thers must then be interaction
to ensure that either the SDE worker or the failure analyst bvt not bath will
add en an appropriate tolerance, the level of which again should be the sucject
of advice from the NDE expert. '

Besides giving advice on effectiveness of sizing and of correct sentencing there
is a need to give advice on the effectiveness of fiDE in correctly
characterising a defect by flaw type. For example can the JTDE worker teii
whether the flaw indication comes from a planar flaw or from a volumetric
flaw?. Is there the possibility of a planar flaw being hidden by or growing out
of the volumetric flaw?. Has the planar flaw got a sharp tip or a blunted tip?.
Only when the failure analysis expert feels that he can trust the ffDS
information in these respects can we expect there to be an end to the present
trend to treat all flaws pessimistically as though they were crack-like flaws.
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Failure Artalysis/ypF. Interaction on Repair Aspects.

The decisions on when to remove from service, when to repair and when to plug
a boiler tube should certainly involve the interaction of HDE and failure
analysis personnel. Indeed such interaction may be needed before one can decide
on the best type of repair for the particular case. For example will grinding
out suffice or is it necessary to attempt the more difficult welded repair?. In
the process of the repair FDE will be needed to ensure that all of the defect
is removed before repair and this could involve repeated reassessment by the
failure analysts. In deciding on the form of the repair advice on the likely
effectiveness of FDE to detect and correctly sentence any new flaw in the
repair zone will be essential and will have to interact on the failure re-
ar.alysis of the repaired region. There must also be interaction on whether and
what NDB is to be dona as an ISI requirement on the repaired region and on
similar regions elsewhere.

Interaction in aid of Residual Life cr of Life Extension Assessment.

The growing interest in extending th$ operatiug life of nuclear plant beyond
their original design life provides another set cf circumstances in which the
interaction of SDE knowledge with that of failure analysis is of importance.
Since it is likely that such assessments will be based en 1IDE to help establish
the state cf the plant, failure analysis advice on where to inspect and what to
leck for is of great importance. The analysis of the results of such an end-of-
design-Iife inspection will involve interaction between the iT'E experts and the
failure analysts as will the definition of a future programme of ISI tc support
any continued operation. Froa an eccaoaic viewpoint this cculd be one cf the
acst profitable areas for such interaction.

Ir.tenctian ic tha Study of any Failures.

Although the purpose of all the preceding discussion is to help ensure that no
failures occur it is in the nature of things that sons unexpected things will
happen including possibly partial failures or unexpected cracking either in real
service components or in components under test. It is essential for future
iaprovements in integrity assurance that the engineering community learns all
cf the possible lessons from such events. As in medicine, engineering pathology
is a most valuable source of information but such information is only revealed
by the detailed examination of the failure and careful analysis of the results
of that analysis. In the study of an engineering failure a combination of
failure analysis and of SDE (and in some cases of destructive examination) is
essential if the real cause of such a failure is to identified with certainty.
Moreover such an interaction can provide information both on the effectiveness
of prior KDE on the component and on the validity of current failure analysis
techniques.
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Closure.

This paper has stressed that wherever structural integrity is of concern there
must be a close interaction between the HDE experts and the failure analysts. It
has given examples of where such interaction can be of real benefit to all
parties, not only the HDE and failure analysis experts.

Following the analogy stated at the start of the paper that Failure Analysis
and HDE were the Father and Xother of the Structural Integrity Family of
disciplines, than it will not be surprising that these exaaples cover all of the
stages in the life of a structure, frost the conception at the design stage,
thrcug.ts.it growth and fab< *.cat?P2 throughout its service .»nd snture Mfet in
sickness and in health until death does its part (and even after that!). It is
hoped that the saoewhat general and in some parts tentative nature of the paper
wil stisulate discussion aiui in particular will encourage the presentation at
the Workshop cf some detailed examples.


